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Abstract. Induced seismicity due to gas extraction in the province of Groningen in the Nether-

lands has a noticeable impact on building structures. Historic masonry structures in the area,

which are non-engineered and lacking empirical design features often present in traditionally

seismic regions, are especially vulnerable to dynamic loading. Compounding the problem, gas

extraction additionally generates soil settlement, which can induce damage to masonry build-

ings and thus reduce their capacity to bear seismic loads.

The objective of this paper is the evaluation of the performance of a widely used structural

intervention method applied in masonry structures in the Groningen region of the Netherlands.

This method, initially developed against soil subsidence damage, consists in the embedment of

stainless steel helical bars in repointed bed joints. Additionally, diagonal anchors are placed

in drilled holes across existing cracks in the masonry. The increase in induced seismicity in

Groningen raises the question whether this intervention technique can additionally enhance the

behaviour of masonry structures during seismic loading.

A masonry wall was experimentally tested in two configurations: a) a pre-damaged state,

with simulated damage typical of imposed soil settlement, and b) a post-damaged and post-

intervention state, this being the wall from the previous configuration after being tested to its

maximum base shear and subsequently strengthened. Differences between the two configura-

tions in terms of stiffness, peak force and prevalent damage patterns are discussed.

Accompanying the experimental campaign, results of finite element simulations of the strength-

ened wall are presented. The strengthened wall is simulated using non-linear macro-modelling

techniques. The model accounts for the experimentally simulated damage as well as for the

damage arising after the testing in the first configuration. The analysis results clarify and

quantify the experimental observations on the strengthened wall, particularly as regards stress

development and bond-slip in the reinforcement bars.

Based on the experimental and numerical results, the effectiveness of the intervention in

restoring the strength of the wall and in preventing the re-emergence of major diagonal cracking

is confirmed.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 State of the art and motivation

Induced seismicity is the term used for describing low-magnitude ground shaking caused by

human activity. It is characterised by high frequency of incidence, potentially exceeding hun-

dreds of events every year in a single location. Among the main human activities linked to the

generation of induced seismicity events is gas extraction [1]. While these low-magnitude earth-

quakes typically do not pose a threat to the structural safety of buildings and infrastructure, they

can gradually reduce the durability and aesthetic integrity of structures through the formation

and accumulation of light damage.

Soil-subsidence and uplift are responsible for the formation of damage in structures. The

difference in stiffness between the superstructure/foundation and the soil causes the induction

of bending and shear strain in buildings, an effect known as soil-structure interaction [2]. Gas

extraction, in addition to inducing seismicity, leads to soil subsidence over wide geographic

areas. Masonry structures are particularly vulnerable to soil-structure interaction effects due to

their high stiffness and low tensile strength.

Due to the presence of soft clay, sand and peat top-soils, the Dutch region of Groningen

has continuously experienced soil subsidence. Over the preceding decades, repair measures

have been employed against the effects of soil movement in historic and traditional masonry

buildings. One such widely employed measure consists in the placement of stainless steel

helical bars in bed joints repointed using a high strength mortar. Additional bars are placed

across cracks formed in masonry through drilled pilot holes. In more recent times, gas extraction

operations in the region have not only exacerbated soil subsidence, but have been the cause of

induced seismicity. This combined action poses substantial risk to the durability of the masonry

building stock in the region, including both vernacular and monumental structures [3]. The role

of the embedded reinforcement bars in enhancing the seismic capacity of masonry buildings, a

role for which it was not originally intended, has not been sufficiently studied.

The role of embedded steel or CFRP reinforcement in masonry has received some attention

in the literature, in both experimental and numerical studies [4, 5, 6]. However, the role of

bed joint reinforced repointing as the main means of strengthening has not been sufficiently

investigated, particularly in full-scale structures.

1.2 Objectives

The main objective of the paper is the evaluation of the overall role of bed joint reinforced

repointing for masonry walls on structural behaviour under in-plane earthquake loading. The

conditions in Groningen require that the walls be tested in a combination of subsidence- and

earthquake-induced loads. Further, the nature of induced seismicity requires that structural

behaviour be evaluated for both low- and high-magnitude loading.

The strengthening technique is evaluated in terms of contribution to capacity and ductility.

Additionally, the shift in failure mode during low- and high-magnitude loading is an important

parameter to consider.

1.3 Methodology

The effectiveness of the strengthening was evaluated through preliminary experimental test-

ing of masonry walls with dimensions and layout commonly encountered in Groningen. Two

walls with a window opening and simulated damage were tested up to light damage. Subse-
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quently, one of the walls was strengthened and re-subjected to the light damage loading proto-

col. Finally, both the unstrengthened and strengthened walls were tested up to failure.

Following the experimental testing, a numerical campaign was executed. The primary ob-

jective of the campaign was the simulation of the strengthened wall test. Different modelling

techniques were employed in order to establish the influence of the modelling approach on the

results.

This paper focuses on the numerical simulation of the in-plane testing of the strengthened

wall. The experimental results of both the unstrengthened and strengthened walls are detailed

in a separate work [7]

2 EXPERIMENTAL CAMPAIGN

2.1 Testing of constituent materials

The units were solid clay bricks measuring 210×50×100 mm3 in length × height × width.

The width of the walls is equal to the width of the units. These units are very typical in tradi-

tional clay-brick masonry construction in the Netherlands, including in Groningen, and feature

a high compressive strength [8].

The construction mortar was an O-type lime cement mortar, with an expected compressive

strength of 2.4 N/mm2 at 28 days. While this mortar type is not typically recommended for

load-bearing members in new construction, it offers a reasonable approximation of traditional

mortars while simultaneously not requiring excessive curing time before developing a compres-

sive strength sufficient for low-rise construction. The thickness of all mortar joints was 10 mm.

The properties of the units and mortar as determined experimentally are shown in Table 1.

Parameter Symbol Units Average Coefficient of variation

Unit compressive strength fc,u N/mm2 28.31 0.10

Mortar compressive strength fc,m N/mm2 3.59 0.09

Table 1: Results of masonry constituent material tests.

2.2 Testing of masonry composite

Masonry wallets were subjected to different mechanical tests for the determination of the

properties of the masonry composite. Further, the mechanical properties of the unit-mortar

interface were determined experimentally.

Compressive tests on the masonry composite were executed according to EN 1052-1 [9],

both normal and perpendicular to the bed joints (vertical and horizontal directions).

The shear strength of the unit-mortar interface was characterised through triplet testing ac-

cording to EN 1052-3 [10]. The tensile strength of the interface was determined through

manually-operated bond-wrench testing according to EN 1052-5 [11].

The results of the masonry composite tests are summarised in Table 2.

2.3 Layout of masonry walls

The masonry wall samples measured 3070× 2690× 100 mm3 in length × height × width,

with an eccentric window opening measuring 780×1510mm2 in length× height. The masonry

was constructed in single-wythe running bond, with a concrete lintel constructed over the open-
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Parameter Symbol Units Average Coeff. of variation

Horizontal compressive strength fc,x N/mm2 13.11 0.18

Vertical compressive strength fc,y N/mm2 12.93 0.07

Horizontal compressive fracture energy Gc,x N/mm 35.06 0.19

Vertical compressive fracture energy Gc,y N/mm 28.63 0.11

Horizontal Young’s modulus Ex N/mm2 3207 0.18

Vertical Young’s modulus Ey N/mm2 3190 0.24

Initial shear strength fv0 N/mm2 0.13 -

Friction coefficient µ - 0.82 -

Shear fracture energy Gv N/mm 0.30 -

Flexural bond strength fw N/mm2 0.08 0.32

Flexural bond fracture energy Gw N/mm 0.0069 -

Density ρ kg/m3 1708 0.07

Table 2: Material properties of masonry composite.

ing. The walls were constructed in a single day by an experienced mason. The samples were

were constructed directly atop a steel HEB 300 beam and capped with a HEB 600 beam.

For the simulation of damage caused by soil settlement, thin plastic sheets were introduced

at targeted locations between the units and the mortar, thus preventing the formation of the

unit-mortar interface bond, but allowing the mortar to develop its compressive strength. This

damage is designated as ‘pre-damage’ in this paper. It consists in diagonal cracks near the edges

of the window, as would be formed from a sagging deformation towards the right of the wall.

The layout of the walls, along with the disposition of the pre- and post-damage, can be seen

in Figure 1a.

2.4 Strengthening method and intervention materials

The strengthening method consists in two interventions: a) the embedment of horizontal

helical bars in repointed bed joints and b) the insertion of diagonal helical bars in pilot holes

across formed cracks, without grout or other anchoring measures.

The repair mortar used in this application is a strong cementitious intervention material that

can be injected in mortar joints. Its expected compressive strength at 28 days is 45 N/mm2. For

the repointing of the bed joints, a 40 mm portion of the joint was removed from one face of the

wall. Subsequently, helical bars were placed in the groove singly or in pairs and the groove was

completely filled with the repair mortar. This intervention method introduces some eccentricity

to the wall, since the bars are not placed centrally along the thickness of the wall and since the

repair mortar, applied on a single face, is much stiffer than the construction mortar.

The helical bars are stainless steel grade ASTM 304, with a diameter of 6 mm. The steel has

a yield strength of 215 N/mm2 and a tensile strength of 505 N/mm2. The bond-slip behaviour

of the bars was investigated in two setups: a) in bars embedded in repair mortar for testing the

behaviour of the bed joint reinforcement and b) in bars inserted vertically in masonry prisms

for testing the behaviour of the diagonal reinforcement [12]. The test results were fitted to the

piecewise Model Code 2010 bond-slip model [13]:
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(a) (b)

Figure 1: a) Layout of strengthened masonry wall. Pre-damage in orange, post-damage in red. Single bed joint

bars in purple, double bed joint bars in green, diagonal anchors in blue. b) Cross-section of repointed joint. All

dimensions in mm.

τ0 (s) =















τmax (s/s1)
a

for 0≤ s ≤ s1
τmax for s1 ≤ s ≤ s2

τmax −
(

τmax − τ f

)

(s− s2)/(s3− s2) for s2 ≤ s ≤ s3
τ f for s3 ≤ s

(1)

where a is a numerical parameter controlling the shape of the initial branch, τmax is the peak

bond stress, τ f is the residual bond stress and s1, s2 and s3 are slip values determining the

inflection points of the bond-slip curve. The value of s1 is here considered as the elastic limit

for the bond-slip. The experimentally determined bond-slip properties according to Eq. 1 are

summarised in Table 3.

s1 s2 s3 τmax τ f a

mm mm mm N/mm2 N/mm2 -

Bed joint 5.0 110.0 120.0 2.0 0.05 0.7

Diagonal 20.0 45.0 50.0 1.3 0.05 0.7

Table 3: Numerical parameters for Model Code 2010 bond-slip model.

The properties of the repair materials are summarised in Table 4. The repair mortar was

tested at 28 days and the properties of the bars are determined according to the properties of

ASTM 304 stainless steel.
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Material Parameter Symbol Units Average Coeff. of variation

Repair mortar
Compressive strength fc,M N/mm2 46.42 0.09

Flexural strength fb,M N/mm2 7.68 0.24

Helical bar

Young’s modulus Es N/mm2 193000 -

Yield strength fy,s N/mm2 215 -

Tensile strength ft,s N/mm2 505 -

Table 4: Mechanical properties of repair materials.

2.5 Testing procedure for masonry walls

A vertical compressive load of 0.12 N/mm2 was applied on the top beam. The testing setup

allowed rotation of the top (cantilever configuration). The horizontal in-plane load was applied

in displacement control through a horizontal actuator to the top steel beam. Digital image

correlation and an arrangement of sensors were employed for monitoring the deformation and

crack pattern of the walls.

Both walls were initially tested in their un-strengthened, pre-damaged state up to light dam-

age. The damage due to this test, similar in pattern for both walls, was documented and des-

ignated as ‘post-damage’ and was concentrated at the mortar joints. These cracks propagate

from the corners of the window, both as extensions of the pre-damage and in new locations, and

propagated primarily in a diagonal direction. One wall was subsequently strengthened using the

repair mortar and helical bars and diagonal ties. Finally, both walls were tested up to failure.

The geometric layout of the bars is illustrated in Figure 1a, while a cross-section of a repointed

bed joint can be seen in Figure 1b.

The loading protocol for in-plane shear-compression was designed in order to simulate the

loading that may arise in regions were both soil settlement and induced seismicity are encoun-

tered [7]. Thus, the loading protocol for both tests was composed of three phases. In phase 1,

low-magnitude repeated in-plane displacement was applied. In phase 2, low magnitude cyclic

loading was applied. In phase 3 the target displacement per cycle was increased in magnitude

up to failure of the wall. The loading protocol is detailed in Table 5. The net displacement refers

to the displacement of the top beam with respect to an external reference point, excluding rota-

tions of the setup and horizontal displacement of the bottom beam with respect to the external

reference.

2.6 Experimental results

The results of the in-plane tests are illustrated in terms of force displacement graphs obtained

in phase 3 in Figure 2. The eccentric placement of the window results in noticeable difference

in the capacity and stiffness of the unstrengthened wall in the negative and positive direction.

The unstrengthened wall presents substantial residual drift accumulation for negative displace-

ment, whereas the residual drift is reduced in magnitude and oscillates according to the loading

direction in the strengthened case.

Despite the wall having sustained substantial damage in the initial test, the strengthening

technique not only restores the strength and stiffness of the wall, but modestly enhances these

parameters. Similarly enhanced is the ductility of the wall, with limited reduction in the shear

force after attaining its peak value. Further, the strengthening reduces the difference between

the response in the negative and positive directions.

The crack patterns registered through digital image correlation for both the unstrengthened
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Phase Cycle Runs Net horizontal displacement

mm

1

C1 30 0.73 -

C2 30 0.92 -

C3 30 1.09 -

C4 30 1.28 -

C5 30 1.50 -

2

C6 30 0.73 -0.75

C7 30 0.92 -0.96

C8 30 1.13 -1.15

C9 30 1.33 -1.37

C10 30 1.53 -1.58

C11 30 1.72 -1.77

C12 30 1.93 -1.98

3

C13 4 2.48 -2.52

C14 4 7.87 -7.91

C15 2 13.28 -13.29

C16 2 26.76 -26.79

C17 2 40.25 -40.30

C18 2 53.77 -53.80

C19 2 67.26 -67.28

C20 2 80.76 -63.31

Table 5: Loading protocol for the in-plane shear-compression test.

and strengthened walls are illustrated in Figure 2. In the unstrengthened wall the diagonal

cracking around the window is prevalent. The presence of the bars in the strengthened wall

produces a shift in the arrangement of the crack pattern. The bed joint reinforcement prevents

for the most part the diagonal cracks from propagating, resulting in the formation of more

pronounced horizontal cracks. These cracks are well-defined at the top of the two piers, but

are more distributed at the base of the piers. Damage in the spandrel is significantly limited

compared to the unstrengthened case. Both piers in both tests are generally undamaged due to

the predominance of rocking in their response. Toe crushing was not extensive due to the low

vertical load.

3 NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF STRENGTHENEDWALL

3.1 Modelling approach

The modelling campaign presented here focuses on the strengthened wall. Analyses of the

unstrengthened wall, with the absence of pre-damage, have been presented in a previous work

[14].

For the simulation of the in-plane experiment, a finite element macro-modelling approach is

adopted in this paper. In this approach, the masonry composite is modelled as a plane stress

orthotropic continuum, with no distinction between units and mortar in the analysis domain.

The mean edge length of the finite element mesh was 30mm. Each cycle of the loading protocol

was executed once. A regular Newton-Raphson scheme was employed for the iterations and an

energy norm of 0.1% was used as a convergence criterion at each load step.

The finite element model was constructed and analysed using the DIANA finite element
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Figure 2: Force-displacement graphs for phase 3: a) unstrengthened wall and b) strengthened wall. Experimen-

tally obtained damage patterns for: c) unstrengthened wall and d) strengthened wall. Damage arising in phase 1

(orange), in phase 2 (red) and in phase 3 (blue).

program. Material non-linearity was modelled using the Engineering Masonry Model, jointly

developed by TU Delft and DIANA FEA [15]. Within an anisotropic total strain context, the

model accounts for the compressive, shear and tensile failure of the masonry composite.

The tensile strength of the masonry composite in two orthogonal in-plane directions is cal-

culated as a function of the masonry bond, unit-mortar bond strength, friction angle and shear

strength.

In the direction normal to the continuous bed joints (vertical), the tensile strength of masonry

is determined at the load of first cracking during the bond strength test, empirically equal to:

ft,y =
2

3
fw (2)

In the direction parallel to the bed joints (horizontal), the tensile strength of masonry is equal

to:
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ft,x = τmax/ tan(α) (3)

where α is the angle between the staircase crack and the bed joint (here equal to 0.50 rad) and
τmax is equal to:

τmax = max [0, fv0−σyµ] (4)

where σy is the vertical stress, compression being negative. Diagonal staircase cracking, defined

as the opening of a crack at an angle of α from the horizontal, is evaluated against the diagonal

tensile strength, calculated as:

ft,a =
ft,x ft,y

f 2t,x sin
2
(

π

2
−α
)

+ f 2t,y cos
2
(

π

2
−α
) (5)

The reinforcement bars were modelled as truss elements embedded in the plane stress ele-

ments. Their bond-slip behaviour is modelled by considering a uniaxial constitutive relation

between slip and bond stress according to Eq. 1. Yielding of the bars is also considered with

a uniaxial constitutive relation between axial strain and stress according to the properties of

ASTM 304 stainless steel. The material properties as summarised in Table 2 and Table 3 were

used as input for the model without further calibration.

To model the pre- and post-damage, reduced strength and stiffness were assigned to the

damaged areas of the masonry. The compressive strength was left unchanged due to the damage

having been caused by opening of the unit-mortar interface. The tensile and shear strength, as

well as the tensile and shear fracture energy, were reduced to zero in order to account for the

artificial absence of bond in the pre-damage and the loss of interface cohesion in the post-

damage due to crack opening. The Young’s modulus was reduced by 50% in all damaged

locations.

The top steel beam was modelled as an elastic beam element in perfect bond with the ma-

sonry wall. The model was clamped at the base and unrestrained at the top. Out-of-plane effects

that may arise due to the eccentricity of the reinforcement were not considered in the model.

4 NUMERICAL ANALYSIS RESULTS

The numerical force-displacement curve for phases 1 and 2, in comparison with the experi-

mentally derived curve, is presented in Figure 3. The stiffness of the structure is approximated

well. The peak force is overestimated by 20% in the positive direction, but predicted with good

accuracy in the negative direction. The hysteresis loops are also better approximated in the

negative direction.

The numerically obtained crack patterns are shown in Figure 4 at the instances of peak neg-

ative and positive applied displacement. The cracking pattern matches the experimentally ob-

tained damage to a significant extent, with the exception of the re-opening of the diagonal crack

at the upper left corner of the window for positive displacement instead of the formation of a new

horizontal crack propagating towards the edge of the wall. The difference in the crack pattern

for positive displacement is possibly linked to the overestimation of the peak force in that load-

ing direction. It is interesting to note that this horizontal crack was formed in the unstrengthened

wall during phase 1 but was not formed in the wall that was eventually strengthened.
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Figure 3: Comparison of experimental with numerically-derived force-displacement curve for phase 2.

(a) (b)

Figure 4: Numerically obtained crack patterns, as crack strain vectors parallel to the crack in red, for phase 2 at: a)

peak negative displacement (−1.98 mm) and b) peak positive displacement (1.93 mm).

The bed joint reinforcement, being oriented in parallel with the main direction of cracking,

did not register any substantial slipping. The maximum axial stress borne by the bed joint bars

was 53.2 N/mm2 well below the yield strength (215 N/mm2). The maximum slip of the diago-

nal anchors was roughly 0.26 mm, while the maximum axial stress was limited to 1.5 N/mm2.

The numerical force-displacement curve for phase 3, in comparison with the experimentally

derived curve, is presented in Figure 5. The stiffness of the structure is well approximated,

as is the capacity in the negative direction. As in the simulation of the previous phase, an

overestimation of the capacity in the positive direction was obtained, but this overestimation is

much reduced in this phase. The hysteresis cycles are well approximated up to a displacement

of 20mm and 40mm in the positive and negative directions respectively. The residual resistance

of the wall in the positive direction is very well approximated and is slightly overestimated in
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the negative direction.
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Figure 5: Comparison of experimental with numerically-derived force-displacement curves for phase 3.

The cracking pattern obtained numerically for phase 3 is shown in Figure 6. In the negative

loading direction the network of mostly horizontal cracks formed at the lower right portion of

the base of the wall is reproduced numerically. The cracks at the lower left of the window are

partially reproduced, while the horizontal crack starting at the upper right edge of the window is

partially reproduced in the simulation. For applied positive displacement, the horizontal crack

at the upper left edge of the window propagates to a greater degree and is in better agreement

with the experimental results. The length of the crushed toe is negligible due to the low ratio of

applied vertical stress over the compressive strength.

(a) (b)

Figure 6: Numerically obtained crack patterns, as crack strain vectors parallel to the crack in red, for phase 3 at: a)

peak negative displacement and b) peak positive displacement.

Similarly to the results obtained in phase 1 and 2, slipping in the horizontal bars is negligible.
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However, the peak axial stress registered at the lower right of the opening for maximum applied

horizontal displacement was 239.1N/mm2, which is slightly higher than the yield strength. The

maximum slip of the diagonal anchors was 8.2 mm and the maximum axial stress 21.9 N/mm2.

The behaviour of the reinforcement at key locations on the structure is detailed in Figure 7.

The axial stress of the bed joint reinforcement follows a generally linear correlation with the

applied net displacement, up to an applied displacement of 40 mm. For higher applied displace-

ment the peak axial stress hovers at a plateau of roughly 230 N/mm2, which is higher than

the yield stress of 215 N/mm2. The bond-slip at the diagonal bars above the window opening

remain below than 1 mm for an applied displacement lower than 7.91 mm. For higher levels

of applied displacement, the bond-slip obtained at the peak of the load cycle increases linearly

with the net horizontal displacement.
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Figure 7: Numerically calculated behaviour of reinforcement during phase 3: a) axial stresses at bed joint rein-

forcement bars below the window opening and b) bond-slip of diagonal anchors above window opening. Locations

of measurement indicated in colour-coded wall drawing insets.

It is generally concluded that the diagonal anchors, due to the low stiffness of their bond with

the masonry, develop very low axial stresses and exhibit substantial bond-slip. Increasing the

bond with the masonry through an enhancement of the mechanical anchoring of these bars could

potentially increase their contribution to the behaviour of the strengthened wall. Conversely, the

bed joint bars, which feature a stronger bond with the repair mortar, contribute more substan-

tially to the response of the wall through the restraint of diagonal crack propagation. Bond-slip

is negligible but yielding occurs below the window opening for high applied net displacement.

Due to their orientation, these bars do not contribute to the rocking mode capacity of the piers,

but are nevertheless effective in reducing crack propagation, particularly in the spandrel.

Overall, without resorting to any undue calibration of material parameters, the numerical ef-

fort is able to reproduce the main characteristics of the response registered in the experiments.

This renders the numerical results a valuable tool in the assessment of the performance of the

reinforcement, direct measurements of which were not possible to be acquired during the ex-

periments. Finally, the capture of the main characteristics of the response through the model

paves the way for application in larger and more complex cases.
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5 CONCLUSIONS

The performance of bed joint reinforced repointing as employed for masonry structures in

the Groningen region of the Netherlands was investigated. A masonry structure subjected to

settlement-induced damage, followed by in-plane seismic loading was experimentally tested.

The structure was strengthened using a technique widely employed in practice but lacking in

rigorous experimental validation.

The reinforcement was experimentally shown to provide a modest increase to the in-plane

stiffness and force capacity of masonry walls, in addition to a substantial increase in displace-

ment capacity. This is accomplished despite the presence of damage induced by settlement and

prior seismic loading. The strengthening is shown to prevent new diagonal cracks from forming

in the spandrels, reduces the obtained crack width and reduces the crack propagation length.

The experimental tests were simulated numerically for assisting in the interpretation of the

experimental results and for the investigation of the performance of the bed joint reinforcement

and anchors. The numerical reproduction of the tests highlights crucial aspects in the perfor-

mance of the reinforcement. Minimal bond-slip occurs and high axial stresses are developed in

the bed joint bars. Conversely, the diagonal anchors exhibit substantial slipping and low axial

stresses. It is therefore concluded that the contribution of the bed joint reinforcement is more

substantial than that of the anchors.
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